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Abstract 
Using the harmonic analysis associated with Laguerre functions on K = [0, +cx)[× ~, we study two types of generalized 
wavelet packets and the corresponding generalized wavelet ransforms, and we prove for these transforms, the Plancherel, 
Calder6n and reconstruction formulas. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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O. Introduction 
We consider the Laguerre functions defined on K = [0, +c~[x E, by 
"x t" ei;"e -I;lX~'2L~)(12lx2) 
(49).m~, )= 
L2)(O) ' 
where (2, m)EEX ~1, aCE,  ~0 and L~ ) is the Laguerre polynomial of degree m and order 
~. These functions satisfy a product formula which permits to build a harmonic analysis on K 
(generalized convolution product, generalized Fourier transform,...) (see [5, 7]). 
In [3, 5], we have studied a continuous wavelet analysis associated with Laguerre functions. This 
theory has been used in [4] to invert the generalized Radon transform. 
The objective of this paper is to present a general construction of generalized wavelet packets 
starting from the precedent wavelet analysis. 
According to [1, 2, 6] we mean by generalized wavelet packets families of functions generated 
from a single one by simple transformations and whose relative bandwidth is not constant and can 
be matched to a given analysed function. 
It is believed that generalized wavelet expansions as discussed here will be a very useful tool in 
many areas of mathematics ( ee [7]). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we study a harmonic analysis associated with 
Laguerre functions. We define and study in Sections 2 and 3, the generalized wavelet packets and 
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the corresponding generalized wavelet packets transforms and we prove for these transforms the 
Plancherel, Calder6n and reconstruction formulas. 
1. Harmonic analysis associated with Laguerre functions 
In this section we recall some results on harmonic analysis associated with Laguerre functions 
(for more details see [4, 5] or [7]). 
Notations. We denote by -LP(K), p E [1 + cxz[, the space of measurable functions on K satisfying 
[[fl[~,p= [fK[f(x,t),P dm~(x,t)ll P< ÷oo, 
dm~ being the measure on K defined by dmdx, t)=(1/rtF(~ + 1))X 2x+l dxdt. -LP(~ × ~); pE  
[1,+c~], the space of functions 9:• × ~---, C, measurable, satisfying 
IlgllL;= m)lPdT~(2, m) <+cx~ if pE[1 ,+~[ ,  
IlgllL  = esssup I f (Lm)I  
(2,m)E~×[~ 
dT~ the measure on ~ x ~ defined by dTd2, m)=L~)(0)121~+~d2 ® 6m, where 6m is the Dirac measure 
atm. 
The function (PLm,(2, m)E [~ X ~J, considered in the introduction satisfies the product formula 
~92,m(X, t)(P;.m(y, S) = T~l)q92,m(y , s), 
where T~)t) is the generalized translation operators associated with Laguerre functions defined by 
1 2~ 
~fo  f(v/xZ+ y2+2xyc°sO's+t+xyslnO)dO if ~=0,  
T~)t)f(y,s) = o~ ~1 o21Z 
~Jo Jo f(~/x2 + yZ+ 2xyrcosO, s + t + xyrsinO) 
x r(1 - r2) ~-I drdO, if ~>0. 
Definition 1.1. Let f and 9 be continuous functions on K with compact support. The convolution 
product f .  9 of f and g is defined by 
f .  9(x,t)= fKT~of(y,s)9(y,-s)dm~(y,s), (x,t) EK. 
Definition 1.2. The generalized Fourier transform ~ associated with Laguerre functions is defined 
on LI~(K) by 
~-(f)(2, m) = fq~_;.,m(X,t)f(x,t)dm~(x,t), (2 m) E ~ x ~. 
JK 
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Theorem 1.1. (i) (Inversion formula) Let f be in LI~(K) such that ~( f )  belongs to Ll~(~ × ~). 
Then we have the following inversion formula for ~:  
f (x , t )= ~×~(f ) (2 ,  m)Cpzm(X,t)d?~(2, m), a.e. 
(ii) For all f E (L~NL2)(K), we have the Plancherel formula 
2 
]lfl]~.2 = I]~(f)H~. 
(iii) The transform ~" can be extended to an isometric isomorphism from L2~(K) onto L2:(~ x ~). 
Proposition 1.1. (i) Let f and g be two functions in L:~(K). The function f • g belongs to L:~(K) 
2 if and only if the function ~( f ) J~(g)  belongs to L~(~ x t~) and we have 
~( f  * g) = ~( f )~(g) .  
(ii) For all f and g in LE~(K), we have 
j[lf *g(x,t)12dm~(x,t) = ~ ]~(f)(2,  m)lZl~(g)(2, m)]2dy~(R,m), 
z~ 
where both members are finite or infinite. 
2. Generalized wavelet packets 
Definition 2.1. Let g be in L2~(K), we say that g is a generalized wavelet on K if there is a constant 
C~j such that for all m E t~, we have 
0<C.q = ~ [o~(g)(), m) [2~ <+~.  
Example. Let r > 0, E~ and g be the functions defined by 
E,.(x,t)= ×~ ~Ozm(X,t)exp - r2  2 m + 
g(x, t) = - dE~(x, t). 
Then g is a generalized wavelet on K, and we have C o = 1/4r 2. 
Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in LZ~(K). For a C ~-{0},  we put 
ga(x,t) - - la-~g , , a.e. on K. (2.1) 
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Then we have  
~(g+)(2, m)=~(g) (a2 ,  m), a.e. on  ~× ~;  
1 
Ilgoll~,,2=ll~Cga)llL~ [al++, Ilgll~,2. (2.2) 
Proposition 2.1. Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in L~(K),2 a E ~-{0} and {Pj}jE• a de- 
creasing sequence in ]0, +¢x~[ such that l imj__~ pj = + cx~; limj~+~ P/= 0, and Ij = {a E ~ / Pj+l <~ 
lal ~pj}. Then 
(i) the function 
2 da 1/2 
2 N) .  belongs to L~(~ × 
(ii) there exists a function gV in 2 L~(K), such that for all (2, m) E ~ × P~, 
1 ~ da ~1/2 
~(g;)(2, m)----(-~,,j~t l3a(ga)(,~,m)[2~[ ] • 
Proof. (i) It follows from Fubini-Tonelli's theorem and relation (2.2) that 
I (~  2da'~ 
__-- l__ f (~x~j l.~(ga)()+,m)i2 dTd2, m)) da _ l•llgl]•,2+, f da 
• la124+--2 G lal . 
2 [ 1 1 
- [ +~+,  llgll++,: < +o0.  (2~z + 1)C~ _2~+1 • L/{]+l /~] 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1(iii). 
Definition 2.2. (i) The sequence {gf}jEz' is called generalized wavelet packet (also called P-wavelet 
packet). 
(ii) The function g~', j E Z, is called generalized P-wavelet packet member of step j. 
Property. For all j E Z and (2, m) E E x ~ we have 
+oc 
0~<Y(gP)(2, m) ~< 1; ~ [~(gS')(2, m)]2= 1. (2.3) 
.]-- -- o~ 
Let {gP}jcz be a generalized P-wavelet packet. We consider for all j E Z and (x,t)EK, the 
function gP(x,,) given by 
gV¢+,oCy, s)= (+¢> p T y++)g] (x, t). (2.4) 
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Prolmsition 2.2. For all j E 77, and (x, t) E K, the function gs,<x,t)P belongs to L2~(K) and we have for 
all (;¢, m) E R x ~, 
p (i) Ilgx,<x,,>ll,,2 < IIg lb,2. 
(ii) o~(gP<x,,0(2, m) = Q)Z,m(X, t)~(gP)(2, m). 
Proof. The statements follow from (2.3),(2.4) and the properties of the generalized translation op- 
erators. 
Definition 2.3. Let {gP}/+z be a generalized P-wavelet packet. The generalized P-wavelet packet 
transform ~f is defined on L2~(K) by 
(x, t)) =/Kf (y ,  -s)gP(x,t)(y, s) drn~(y, s). ~P(f)( J, 
This transform can also be written in the form 
+,P(f)(j, (x, t)) = f * gP(x, t), (2.5) 
where • is the convolution product given in Definition 1.1. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) Plancherel formula for q~P: For all f E L2~(K), we have 
+oo 
f If(x,,)l dm~(x,t)-- Z fx I+;(f)(J' (Y'S)12 dmdy, s). 
(ii) Parseval formula for ~P: For all fi and f2 in L2~(K) we have 
S~ i'(x't)f2(x't)dm~(x't)= ~ L +:(f ')( j ' (y's))+f(f2)( j ' (y's))dm~(y's)" 
j=  - -  c,8 
Proof. (i) Using (2.5) and Proposition 1.1, we obtain for all j E 7/, 
SK I~/(f)(J' (X' t))i2 dm:(x,t)= L× i~(f)(+l,, m)lal~(g/)(£ m)i 2 d7:(2, m); 
By Fubini-Tonelli's theorem we deduce 
c= ) ~ I~,~(f)(j, (x, t))l 2 dm~(x, t) = I~-(f)((2, m)l 2 ~ [ (g/)( , m)] 2 ]=_s ,  ~ " ' XN \ j=  2,c 
the assertion follows from (2.3) and Theorem 1.1(iii). 
(ii) We obtain the result from (i). [] 
m); 
Lemma 2.1. Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in 2 L~(K) such that ~(g)cL~(~ x ~). For 
p<q, p, qEZ,  (x,t)CK, (2, m) E 0~x N weput 
Gp, q(X,t)=~mqL g,*-gaa(X,t) da ~<lal<pp T-~' (2.6) 
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1 f 2 da 
Hp, q(2, m)= -~,~y,,,, <~l<~p,,l~(g~)(2, m) 71 
Then G p, q 2 E L~(K),Hp, qE(LI~ NL~)(~ x ~), and we have 
(i) I[Hp, ql]L~ <~ 1. 
(ii) limq~+~,p_~_~ Hp,q(2, m) = 1, for all m E ~ and a.e 2 E ~. 
(iii) ~(Gp, q)=Hp, q. 
(2.7) 
Proof. From Holder~ inequality for the measure da, and Fubini Theorem we obtain 
fKlGp.q(X,t)12 dm~(x,t)<<.C f (fx Iga* ~(x, t)l 2 dm~(x,t))da, 
,I pq <~ lal ~< mpp 
where 
da 
By using Fubini-Tonelli's theorem, (2.2) and Theorem 1.1(ii) we deduce 
~lGp.q(X,t)12dm~(x,t)<'~Ci~<~la[<~Op (fKlga*-gaa(x't)12dm~(x't))da 
<" C jfp~lal<~,, (f~x~ l~(ga)()~'m)14 dT~()~'m)) da 
clIJ(g)IG I~-(g~)(2' m)12 d7~(2, m))do 
2 [ da 
= cI Ig(g) l l~ Ilgll~,21L lal >~ <+~" 
q ~< lal ~<p, 
So  Gp, q EL2~(K). 
The other assertions are immediate. [] 
The following result is called Calder6n's formula for ~P. 
L ~ ~ ) and Theorem 2.2. Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in LZ~(K) such that ~(g)E (~ x 
{gP}jEZ be a generalized P-wavelet packet. Then for all f in LZ~(K), p<q, p,q E 2v and (x,t) EK 
the function 
fP'q(x,t)= ~.~ = , (f)(J, (x,t))g~c~,o(y,s)dm~(x,t) 
belongs to L2~(K) and satisfies 
lim f P'q = f q~+~c,p---+-- ~<D 
strongly in L2~(K). 
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2 Proof. It is clear that fP'q =f* Gp, q. So by Lemma 2.1 and Proposition l.l(i), fP'q cL~(K), and 
~(fP'q) = ~(f)Hp.q. 
From Theorem 1.1(ii), we obtain 
I[fP'q-- f]]27"2= ~×u ]~(f)(2'  m)12]l -Hp'q('~'m)12dT~('~'m)" 
The result follows from Lemma 2.1 and dominated convergence theorem. [] 
Theorem 2.3. For f in L~(K), r= 1,2 such that ~( f )  belongs to LI~(~ × ~) we have the following 
reconstruction formula for ~:  
-q- ~C 
P 
f (x , t )= JK a.e., 
j= - -oo  
where Jbr each (x, t) in K, both the integral and the series are absolutely convergent, but possibly 
not the series of integrals. 
Proof. We put 
j, (x, t)) ---- fx cbP(f)(J' (y' s))gPlx't)(Y' s) dm~(y, s). I( 
(i) We suppose that f C Ll~(K) such that ~-( f )E  LI~(~ x ~). From the relations (2.4) and (2.5), we 
have 
~P(f)( j ,  (y,s))gP(x,t)(y, s) = f ~ (~) p * gi (y,s)T~y.s)g j (x, t). 
If the functions (y , s )~ f * g~(y,s) and (y,s)---~ "¢y,.OYj T ~) ~PZ'tY, s) belong to L2~(K), then from Cauchy- 
Schwarz's inequality the integral I( j, (x, t)) is absolutely convergent. Using Theorem 1.1 we obtain 
fRx ~( f ) (2 ,  m)[~(gP)(2, m)]2(p;.,m(X, t)dye(Z, m). (2.8) l ( j ,  (x, t)) 
So from Fubini-Tonelli's theorem and relation (2.3) we have 
II(j,(x,t))l <<. ~ I~(f)(2'm)l  [~(g~)(2, m)] 2 d7~(2, m) 
i=_~x~ x U \ j= -oo  
= IIg(f)ll ; < 
Thus, the series 2_,j=-~ t J, (x,t)) is absolutely convergent. Therefore Eq. (2.8) leads to 
+oo +oo 
Z I(j, (x,t))= E fR ff(f)()~' m)[ff(gP)()" m)]2qg;'m(x't)dy~(2' m)). (2.9) 
.i = ~ j=- -ac  X~I  ' 
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Applying Fubini theorem to the second member of (2.9), we obtain 
I(y, (x, t11= L m/ m/] qb..m(x, t)dT~()~, m), 
j~--o~ x N . j=_ 
and the assertion follows from (2.3) and Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) We suppose that f EL2~(K) such that J~(f)ELI~(R x N). 
From relation (2.3) we have for all j E 7/, 
o~" P 
2 Then Proposition 1.1 implies that the function f • gP belongs to L~(K). In the same way again (i), 
we deduce (ii) from Theorem 1.1. [] 
3. Generalized scale discrete scaling function on K 
Proposition 3.1. Let {gP}yEz be the P-wavelet packet given in Definition 2.2. Then 
(i) For all (2, m) E E x t~, we have 
~-1 1 L Z [~(g~)(2, m)] 2 = ]~-(ga)(2, m)] 2 da q laH" 
J l 2 ~). (ii) The function (2, m) ~ (~/=_~ [J~(gP)(2, m)]2)) b'2 belongs to L~(E x 
(iii) There exists a function G p in LZ~(K) such that for all (2, m) E E x ~, 
J-_~l 11,,'2 
~(GP)(2, m)= [,~(gf 1(2, m)] 2 . 
J 
Proof. The proof is the same as for Proposition 2.1. [] 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
P Definition 3.1. The sequence {G)}Jet is called generalized scale discrete scaling function. 
Property. For all j, J C 77 and (2, m) E E x ~, we have 
(i) 0~<~(GP)(2, m)~<I; lim f (G f ) (2 ,  m)=l .  d~+~ 
+oo 
(ii) [~(Gje)(2, m)] 2 + Z [~(g~')(2, m)] 2 = 1. 
j=J 
(iii) [~(gP)(2, m)] 2 = [~(GP+~ )(2, m)] ~ - [Y(GP)(2, m)] 2. 
+~ 
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We consider for all J E 77 and (x, t )E K, the function G~,~x,t ) defined on K by 
P Gj,~x.t)(y,s ) = T (~) t'TPt-- t). (3.5) * (y,s) ~.-'J \-'~ 
The following proposition give the properties of the function GjP~x.t). 
Proposition 3.2. (i) For all j E 77 and (x, t) E K, the function P 2 G~,~x,, ) belonys to L~(K), and we have 
G p II 
(ii) For all (Z, m) E ~ x ~,~(G~'l~,t))(2 , m) = ~O~,m(X,t)~(GP)(2, m).
Notation. We denote by (., .)~ the scalar product on L2~(K) given by 
(f ,  a)~ = f f(x, t)9(x, t) dm~(x, t). (3.6) 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Plancherel formula associated with P • 2 {GJ }/~z. For all f in L~(K), we have 
IlfllZ=,z= lim f I(f , G~.(x,,))~12 dm~(x,t). 
J~+r~ JK 
(ii) Parseval formula associated with P • {Gj}JE~.For all f, and f2 in L2(K) we have 
f Gp f,(x,t)-f~2(x,t)dm~(x,t)= lim {f~, J,O,,.~)).~(f2, G~u,,.~)}~dm~(y,s). J----~+oc 
Proof. (i) We have for all JE77 and (y,s)EK, 
<f, G#~,. ,)):, = f * G~(x , - t ) .  
Then using Proposition 1.1, we obtain 
f l(f, 2 dm~(y,s)= J~x~ I~( f ) (2 '  m)12l~(Gff)(2' m)12 d7~(2, m).  (13.7) 
Then (i) follows from Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) We deduce the result from (i). [] 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Plancherel formula associated with {Gff}jE z and ~,f: For all f in  L2~(K) andJ E 77, 
we have 
Ilfil 2 = I(f ,G~(x,,,)~l 2 dm~(x,t) + i=j/~1~ I~P(f)(J'(x't))12 dm~(x,t). 
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P L~(K), we have (ii) Parseval formula associated with {GJ}jc~ and ~P: For all f l , f2 in 2 
SK fl(x,t)f2(x,t)dm~(x,t): iK (fl, G~,(x.t))~(f2, G~(x,,))~ dm~(x,t) 
+oo 
+ Z fx @P(S' )(j' (x, t))~P(f2 )(x, t) dm~(x, t). 
j : J  
Proof. (i) From (3.2) and (3.7), (2.5), Proposition 1.1(ii) and Fubini-Yonelli's theorem we have 
j= J  
Then (3.4) and Theorem 1.1 give (i). 
(ii) follows from (i). [] 
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in 2 L~(K), such that ~-(g)EL~(N x N). For 
nEZ, (x , t )~K and (2, m)E R x ~, we put 
1 ~1~ g~ * ~(x, t) da G~..(x,t)= -~j<j l>~p. ~,  
1 f 2da 
m)= U. g olp> .. I (go)(X, m) 
Then G~,, E LZ=(K),H~,, E (L~ ML~)(~ × ~J), and we have 
(i) l im,~+~H~,,(2, m) = 1, for all mE ~J and a. e 2 E ff~. 
(ii) IIH ,.llL,  ~< 1;~(G~>,.) =H~,. .  
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 3.3. Let g be a generalized wavelet on K in L2~(K), such that ~(g)EL~(~ x ~). For 
all f in  L2~(K), J <n, J, nE Y_ and (x,t)EK, 
(i) The function 
f~'S(x,t) = fK(f, ) dm (x, t) 
belongs to LZ(K) and we have 
lim f~ ' J  ~--- f
J----~ oQ 
strongly in 2 L~(K). 
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(ii) The function 
n--1 
fZ~(x, t) = f~'J(x, t) + ~ fx ~'P(f)(J(Y' s))gP(Y'~)(x' t) dm~(y, s) 
j= J  
belongs to L~(K) and we have 
lim fJ, n= f ,  
strongly in LZ=(K). 
Proof. (i) It is clear that 
f~'a = f , G~,j. 
Since the functions f ,  Goo,j and ,~(f)ff(G~,j)ELZ=(K) then foo,a E L2(K) and we have 
J~(f~' J  ) = ~(f  )~-( G~,j ) = o~(f )Hoo,j. 
We complete the proof by using Theorem 1.1(ii), Lemma 3.1 and dominated convergence theorem. 
(ii) We remark that 
f J "  = f ,  (G~,, + Gj, n), ~(fJ'n)=~(f)Hoz,n. 
Then (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1. [] 
Theorem 3.4. For f in Lff(K), p= 1,2, such that ~( f )  belongs to Ll~(E × ~), we have the 
following reconstruction formulas: 
(i) 
f (x , t )= lim f (f, p P G~,(x,o) ~GJ,o, ~,)(x, t) dm~(y, s), a.e. 
J~+oo 
where for each (x, t) ~ K, the integral is absolutely convergent. 
(ii) 
f(x, t) = fK P P (f ,  az(x ,))~G~,(v.s)(x, t) dm~(y, s) 
+j~j.= fK 4~f(f)(j, (y,s))gP(y,,,(x,t)dm~(y,s), a.e. 
where for each (x, t) E K, in the second term of the second member both the integral and the series 
are absolutely convergent, but possibly not the series of integrals. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 2.3. [] 
Comments. As suggested by the referee, I think that it is possible to develop anologues for the 
QMFs as in [1], of the wavelets packets associated with Laguerre functions. I plan to do this in a 
forthcoming paper. 
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